
GENDER IDENTITIES

Gender identities are words people use to describe the gender they feel

they are. There are many gender identities. Here are a few examples of

people sharing their gender identities.

Cisgender

Woman

Amanda is a woman. She

was born female. She is a

cisgender woman.

Transgender

Woman

Adriana is a woman. She

was born male. She is a

transgender woman.

Cisgender

Man

Jeff is a man. He was

born male. He is a

cisgender man.



Transgender

Man

Caleb is a man. He was

born female. He is a

transgender man.

Non-Binary
Jacob is not a man or a

woman. They identify as

non-binary.

Gender Fluid

Ha-Rin’s feelings about

her gender identity

change from day-to-day.

She is gender fluid.

Questioning

Luis is not sure what his

gender identity is. He has

been thinking about his

gender identity. Luis is

questioning his gender

identity.



SEXUAL IDENTITIES

Sexual identities are words people use to describe who they feel romantic

or sexual feelings for. There are many sexual identities. Here are a few

examples of people sharing their sexual identities.

Lesbian

Brenda is a woman and has

sexual feelings for women.

Brenda identities as a

lesbian. She is married to

her wife, Amy.

Gay

John is a man and has

sexual feelings for men.

John identifies as gay. He is

dating Raul.



Straight /

Heterosexual

Jenn is a woman and has

sexual feelings for men.

Jenn identifies as straight.

Jenn also identifies as

heterosexual. She is with

her boyfriend, Lee.

Bisexual

Saanvi has sexual feelings

for people with all different

gender identities. Saanvi

identities as bisexual or

pansexual. She is open to

dating and sex with women,

men, and people of other

genders.

Pansexual

Pablo has sexual feelings for

all different types of people.

They identify as pansexual.



Romantic

Asexual

Rob does not have sexual

feelings. He sometimes has

romantic feelings towards

other people. He identifies

as asexual.

Asexual

Jasmin does not have

sexual or romantic feelings

towards other people. She

identifies as asexual.

Questioning

Robin is not sure what their

sexual identity is. They have

been exploring their sexual

feelings. Robin is

questioning their sexual

identity.
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